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Marketing Plans for Services: A Complete GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Marketing Plans for Services, Third Edition is written in a pragmatic, action-orientated style and each chapter has examples of marketing planning in practice. The authors highlight key misunderstandings about marketing and the nature of services and relationship marketing.


	The marketer is taken step-by-step through the key phases...
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Email Marketing: An Hour a DaySybex, 2008
This book is your guide to understanding the full marketing potential and impact that email can offer to you or your company. It strives to broaden your mind about the opportunities this amazing communication channel offers, and it provides ways to redefi ne the strategic uses of email as an effective marketing vehicle. And it also, we hope,...
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The Rough Guide to the PhilippinesRough Guides, 2011

	"The Rough Guide to the Philippines" is the ultimate companion for exploring this stunning Southeast Asian archipelago. Discover the Philippines' highlights in full-colour with information on everything from the sun-kissed islands of the Visayas to the lagoons of Palawan and the tribal villages of the northern Cordilleras. This...
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Fodor's South Florida: with Miami, Fort Lauderdale & the Keys (Full-color Travel Guide)Fodor's, 2021

	
		Whether you want to snorkel in the Keys, relax on Miami Beach, or tour the Everglades, the local Fodor’s travel experts in South Florida are here to help! Fodor’s South Florida: With Miami, Fort Lauderdale, and the Keys guidebook is packed with maps, carefully curated recommendations, and everything else you...
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Mastering AutoCAD 2015 and AutoCAD LT 2015: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	The ultimate reference and tutorial for AutoCAD software


	This Autodesk Official Press book employs concise explanations, focused examples, step-by-step instructions, and hands-on projects to help you master both AutoCAD and AutoCAD LT. This detailed guide works well as both a tutorial and stand-alone reference, and is the...
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The Ultimate Digital Library: Where the New Information Players MeetAmerican Library Association, 2003
Ihave literally been writing this book in my head for five years, and I must admit to leaping at the chance to create it when ALA Editions first approached me. The topic—simply described as “libraries and vendors”— represents such an undercurrent to how I think about libraries and librarianship that the first outline spilled...
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Instant SQL Server 2000 ApplicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2001
The Ultimate Collection of Ready-to-Use Code and Expert Techniques

Build robust SQL Server 2000 database applications easily using the pre-built projects packed into this essential resource. Inside, you'll find step-by-step details for creating several practical tools that use SQL Server 2000 as the back-end. Every application, script,...
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Que's Official Internet Yellow Pages, 2005 EditionQue, 2004
When you have to make a phone call and you don't know the telephone number, what do you pull out? The yellow pages. When you have to look up something on the Internet and you don't know the Website address, what should you pull out? Que's Official Internet Yellow Pages, 2005 Edition. The only Internet directory to incorporate a rating...
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Real-Time Vision for Human-Computer InteractionSpringer, 2005
The need for natural and effective Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is increasingly important due to the prevalence of computers in human activities. Computer vision and pattern recognition continue to play a dominant role in the HCI realm. However, computer vision methods often fail to become pervasive in the field due to the lack of real-time,...
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Devices of the Soul: Battling for Our Selves in an Age of MachinesO'Reilly, 2007
"Self-forgetfulness is the reigning temptation of the technological era. This is why we so readily give our assent to the absurd proposition that a computer can add two plus two, despite the obvious fact that it can do nothing of the sort--not if we have in mind anything remotely resembling what we do when we add numbers. In the computer's...
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VMware vSphere 5 Clustering Technical DeepdiveCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2011

	** Black & White edition ** VMware vSphere 5 Clustering Technical Deepdive zooms in on three key components of every VMware based infrastructure and is by no means a "how to" guide. It covers the basic steps needed to create a vSphere HA and vSphere DRS cluster and to implement vSphere Storage DRS. Even more important, it...
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Six Steps to Creating Profit: A Guide for Small and Mid-Sized Service-Based BusinessesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An insightful look at how you can put net profit income at the forefront of your small to mid-sized business


	Enable you to make changes that will create a profitable, sustainable business future, Six Steps to Creating Profit authoritatively shows you how to maximize profit for your small to mid-sized, privately-held,...
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